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ABSTRACT
Research has suggested that residents of Alabama’s Black Belt are at elevated risk of
waterborne disease due to a problem with failing septic tanks in the area. At the same time, cities
and towns across the nation are realizing the dire need for replacing and rehabilitating America’s
declining water infrastructure to protect public health. An EPA-STAR project is being
conducted in three Black Belt counties to further assess the situation and help local water utilities
combat the increased risk of contamination. Water loss, low pressure, low chlorine, high
residence time, and presence of total coliforms were used as indicators to assess which service
areas of one Black Belt system were most likely vulnerable to contamination. Collected data
from 195 households within the system and simulated data from an EPANET model of the
system were used for the analysis. The results identified the regions with the highest prevalence
of these indicators and suggested further system level sampling to evaluate if the problem is
more associated with system water mains or households.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Context
The global drinking water supply infrastructure is one of mankind’s biggest, yet unseen
infrastructure networks (Sinha & Keiter, 2009). The water distribution system in the USA
comprises over 700,000 miles of pipe between approximately 53,000 community systems
serving over 300 million people (EPA, 2012). 77% of the systems, considered small and very
small serve populations < 90 million people with pipe design life typically ranging from 75 to
120 years and treatment plant design life ranging from 20 to 50 years (EPA, 2002; EPA, 2011).
However, many of these systems have not been sufficiently maintained and improved as the
infrastructure has deteriorated (EPA, 2005). The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
reports consistently poor grades for drinking water infrastructure in recent years as seen in Table
1.
Table 1 - ASCE report card grades for drinking water (ASCE, 2013)
Year

Grade

2001

D

2005

D-

2009

D-

2013

D

1

Aging infrastructure is primarily responsible for these poor grades. In order to improve
the state of infrastructure, reinvestment is required. As seen in Figure 1, aging drinking water
infrastructure will cause a compounding effect if major action is delayed.

Figure 1 - Approximate pipeline installation (left) and estimated replacement (EPA, 2002)
Reinvestment in America’s drinking water systems will cost on the magnitude of $350
billion over the next 20 years in order to protect public health and restore system integrity (Job,
2011; AWWA, 2001). Furthermore, the EPA estimates a quantifiable gap between current levels
of spending and needed investment that will continue to grow if left at the same rate (EPA,
2002). If the problem is not adequately and promptly addressed, then aging infrastructure will
impact water quality and lead to increased Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) violations and
detrimental health effects. Financial investment is a challenge, particularly for small rural
systems. Therefore, radical thinking and innovative approaches are needed to bring realistic
solutions to restore this precious asset.
In order to apply an effective, comprehensive solution to the water infrastructure crisis,
the nature of the problem must be understood by all the affected players in the solution. Recent
research has brought attention to microbial contamination from infiltration during low pressure
events, but the impact on public health from these events is still challenging to pinpoint (Besner
et al., 2011). Previous studies have linked illness and health risks to the consumption of
2

household drinking water (Payment et al., 1991; Payment et al., 1997; Colford Jr. et al., 2005),
and other studies have shown how low pressure events can introduce pathogens into the
distribution system through compromised infrastructure (Kirmeyer et al., 2001). These are
critical pieces in the process of understanding the relationship between aging infrastructure and
public health.
Contamination of drinking water can occur at the source, at the treatment plant, or in the
distribution network. Few studies have attempted to give a holistic view of how infiltration
impacts water quality and public health. There are three simple requirements for infiltration to
occur in a system, and they must all be considered equally to see the problem comprehensively.
The three conditions for contamination are as follows: (1) poor structural integrity of pipes, (2)
very low pressure or pressure transient events, and (3) pathogens present in the soil and water
around the drinking water pipes (Hooper et al., 2006).
Hooper’s model provides a checklist for contamination at specific points in pipes.
However, the resolution of this model gets a little blurry when trying to locate areas of entire,
widespread systems that are vulnerable to contamination. In order to assess where vulnerable
locations reside within a system, Hooper’s model was generalized and expanded into a model
that could be used to assess entire systems instead of specific sections of pipe. The model can be
seen in Figure 2.

3

Figure 2 - Model for assessing contamination vulnerability (adapted from Hooper et al., 2006)
As the age of pipes in a system increases, pipe integrity decreases. As the integrity of the
system decreases, water loss through water main breaks and sustained leaks increases. Water loss
changes the demand of the system and affects the pressure throughout the system. As pumps run
harder to compensate for the increased demand on the system, some areas of pipe can experience
more stress than their designers intended and change the lifetime, or integrity, of the pipe.
Pressure also affects how much time the water spends within the distribution system. Water that
spends more time in the system has more opportunity to become contaminated from infiltration
events than water that spends less time in the system. Disinfectant is added to the drinking water
to protect the drinking water from contaminants after the treatment process. In the event that
contamination infiltrates a system, free chlorine residual in the distribution system is designed to
fight microbial contamination before it negatively impacts the health of the consumer. This paper
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will investigate if these parameters create sustained risks for contamination and how to locate
areas that are more likely to be at elevated risk for contamination.
1.2 Research Purpose
The purpose of this study is to further advance the research of a bigger project to its
stated goals. Currently, the EPA has funded researchers from the University of Alabama to
investigate the impact of drinking water quality on the health of customers in three counties of
Alabama’s Black Belt. One of its stated goals is to “identify transmission pathways for
waterborne pathogens in rural water supply systems.” This study aims to advance the project
towards its goal by assessing the situation from the perspective of the drinking water distribution
system. The whole project is assessing 14 systems, but this study will focus on one system.
1.3 Research Questions
1. Can drinking water quality indicators be used to effectively to determine vulnerabilities
in system infrastructure to contamination?
2. Where are systems most likely to be vulnerable to contamination?
1.4 Research Objectives
1. Identify households with positive coliform water sample as possible indicator of local
infiltration
2. Identify areas in the system with low sustained pressures and areas with low levels of
residual chlorine
3. Identify areas in the system with high water age
4. Locate areas that should be further investigated to identify waterborne pathogen
transmission pathways

5

5. Determine feasibility and limitations of using indicators of possible infiltration as risk
factors that show vulnerable areas of a system

6

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Water Infrastructure in the United States
As previously mentioned, drinking water infrastructure in the United States has
deteriorated. The infrastructure lies out of sight, but it plays a critical role in life for most
Americans. In order to protect public health, a movement to reinvest in this precious
infrastructure is critical. Before such a movement develops, all stakeholders must understand the
industry and the nature of the problem with decaying infrastructure.
2.1.1 Historical Development
In order to understand the problem posed by aging water infrastructure, foundational
knowledge of the history of drinking water in the United States is important. Table 2 outlines
some key events in the nation’s water industry

7

Table 2 - Timeline of major water industry events in U.S. (Carter & Walton, 2012)
Year

U.S. Historical Significance

1801

Center Square Waterworks in Philadelphia became first water
system on par with European standards

1829

Lynchburg, Virginia became first U.S. city to use settling basin
for removing large particles

1857

First combined waste and stormwater sewer system installed
in Brooklyn, New York
First rapid sand filter used in Somerville, New Jersey

1885
1908

Jersey City, New Jersey became first U.S. city to chlorinate
water. Cities that implemented chlorination cut typhoid deaths
by greater than 50%.

During the New Deal Era, the federal Public Works
1933-1937 Administration funds more than 2500 water supply projects
and 1850 sewage projects, mostly to small communities
1948

Federal Water Pollution Control Act - First national legislature
on clean water

1972

Clean Water Act - First national standards for wastewater
treatment

1974

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) - Newly formed EPA given
authority to regulate contaminants in drinking water

1996

Ammendments to SDWA direct EPA to conduct survey of
water infrastructure needs every 4 years (Reports in 1995,
1999, 2003, 2007, 2011)

Naturally, the amount of water infrastructure in the United States depended on the
distribution of the population in urban and rural areas. In the rural-dominated early years of the
nation, private water systems were customary. As cities grew, water infrastructure also grew. As
the nation entered into the 20th century, populations of cities steadily climbed while rural
populations fell. In 1920, 50% of Americans lived in cities. By 2010, cities had 84% of the
population (Carter & Walton, 2012). From 1880 to 1924, the number of waterworks also
dramatically increased from less than 1,000 to almost 10,000 as people flocked to the cities
(Carter & Walton, 2012).
8

The number of water systems is not the only part of the industry that has changed.
Nineteenth century drinking water systems focused on simply distributing raw, untreated water.
Policy on sanitation relied on the assumption that natural dilution of rivers and lakes was enough
to protect public health (Burian et al. 2000). Major disease outbreaks of cholera in 1832, 1849,
and 1866 and typhoid fever in 1848 helped disprove conventional theory on sanitation (Burian et
al. 2000).
Major 19th century developments in microbiology changed the world’s thoughts on water
and public health. In 1855, Dr. John Snow published a report that proved that London’s cholera
epidemic of 1854 came from their water supply that was contaminated by sewage (EPA, 2000).
In the 1880s, Louis Pasteur showed how microorganisms can carry infectious diseases through
media like water with the developing “germ theory” of disease (EPA, 2000). These
developments preluded modern drinking water disinfection. Experiments in the 1890s and early
1900s developed chlorine as a way of killing waterborne pathogens in water (Baker, 1981). In
1908, Jersey City, New Jersey became the first U.S. city to chlorinate its water supply, and most
cities that chlorinated their water witnessed typhoid death rates fall by at least 50% (Carter &
Walton, 2012).
While some regulation on water quality standards existed before 1948, municipal water
quality was not regulated until 1948 with the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Water quality
still declined through the 1960s (Burian et al. 2000). In 1972, the Clean Water Act significantly
expanded upon the 1948 Federal Water Pollution Control Act and set a goal to eliminate all
water pollution by 1985 (Burian et al., 2000). The newly formed Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) was also given authority to regulate water quality standards. In 1974, the Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA) required the EPA to establish National Primary Drinking Water
9

Regulations (NPDWRs) for contaminants and their respective Maximum Contaminant Levels
(MCLs) (EPA, 2012). All of these Acts included construction grants for infrastructure.
In 1987, the Clean Water Act was amended and established the Clean Water State
Revolving Fund (CWSRF). This innovative loan assistance program abolished the construction
grants of the Clean Water Act (EPA, 1999). The program has been highly successful and has set
the standard for federal assistance for water projects. In 1996, Congress built off the successful
CWSRF program and established the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) with the
amendments to the SDWA to help systems comply with the growing regulations (EPA, 2000).
The 1996 Amendments to the SDWA also required the EPA to perform a Drinking Water
Infrastructure Needs Survey (DWINS) every four years to guide the distribution of federal funds
amongst the individual SRFs (Job, 2011). These funds play a critical role in utility investment in
projects. As a whole, utility investments are funded partially by private loans (42%), revenue
(39%), government loans including SRFs (13%), government grants (5%), and other sources
(1%) (EPA, 2002). In 1991, the SRFs reached an all-time high level but fell by 70% in the years
up to 2006 (Food and Water Watch, 2012). The Revolving Fund programs have provided billions
of dollars for water infrastructure in the past, but operation and maintenance projects are not
eligible under the CWSRF or DWSRF (EPA, Gap Analysis, 2002). Unfortunately, operation and
maintenance fees include the tremendous burden of replacing deteriorating pipelines.
2.1.2 Challenges to Small, Rural Systems
Small systems face different problems than large systems. Inadequate staffing, small
customer bases, lack of historical data, and higher violation rates are a few of the unique
challenges that face the small utilities (EPA 2011). These issues can be credited to the
population distribution across the systems. While there are many more small water systems in
10

the United States, they serve a small percentage of the total population. Figure 3 shows the
relationship between the size and number of utilities and the populations that they serve.

Figure 3 - Number of systems by size (left). Population served (right). (Both from EPA, 2011)
These figures show that 8% of the number of water utilities in the United States serves
82% of the population. Furthermore, low density populations across wide service areas create
less connections per mile and more isolated connections. Figure 4 shows an increase in
connection density as systems get bigger.

Figure 4 - Connection density vs system size (EPA, 2011)
11

Larger systems in cities have more connections per mile than their smaller, rural
counterparts. Furthermore, large city systems have more consistent demand for water. Whereas,
a small change in demographics for a small system can create a larger effect on design capacity.
Figure 5 illustrates this point.

Figure 5 - Water demand efficiency vs system size (EPA, 2011)
The disproportional distribution of people served by water systems also unequally
distributes the amount of money needed to remediate the aging water infrastructure per
connection to the system. This relationship can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 – Money needed per system (left). Burden per connection (right). (EPA, 2011).

Inevitably, the higher burden carried per connection by customers on the small utility
systems often causes water bills to be higher (Theodori et al 2006).
2.1.3 SDWA Violations
As systems struggle with problems from aging infrastructure, they continually have to
monitor and adjust their systems to provide safe water. As a whole, small systems have the
highest number of violations in the United States. However, they also compose the most number
of systems in the United States. Studies have shown that small systems are not more likely to
report health-based violations than their large counterparts, but it is plausible that they are more
likely to produce more monitoring and reporting violations (Rubin, 2012; EPA, 2011). This
association could possibly be due to the fact that small systems often do not have have a large set
of personnel to handle all the verious tasks required by regulation (EPA, 2011).
While the overall set of small systems in the United States are equally likely to report
health-based violations, a study of the systems within the state of Alabama has shown that small
systems in Alabama are more likely to report health-based violations (Talebi et al. 2011). Figure
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7 illustrates the disparity between reported health-based violations for small and large systems in
Alabama (Talebi et al., 2011).
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Pop. 10001100000 (107)
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Figure 7 - Violations per system size in Alabama (Talebi et al, 2011)
A variance analysis was performed on the violation data and produced a p-value of 0.001
to suggest the plausibility of small systems reporting more health-based violations in the state of
Alabama (Talebi et al., 2011). Furthermore, the study also concluded that poor (per capita)
systems and majority-minority systems are more likely to report health-related violations (Talebi
et al. 2011).
2.2 Alabama’s Black Belt
Alabama’s Black Belt has a rich history and was once at the very heart of America. In
modern America, it is characterized by high unemployment rates, scarce economic opportunities,
high rates of out-migration, low levels of educational achievement, high teen pregnancy rates,
14

and high rates of single-parent families (Winemiller, 2009). A full description of the study area
can be seen in Appendix A.1.
2.2.1 Failing Septic Tanks in Alabama’s Black Belt
According to a publication from the Alabama Department of Public Health in 1997, 90%
of septic tanks in the Alabama Black Belt were failing due to the characteristically low
permeability of the Selma Chalk formation that underlies most of the Black Belt region (Duran,
1997). Most of the soil in the region is appropriately named “Black Belt Soil” and has a shallow,
clayey topsoil that covers the Selma Chalk formation (Mitchell et al., 2011). Figure 8 illustrates a
profile view of typical soil found in the area.

Figure 8 - Characteristic soil of the Black Belt (Mitchell et al., 2011)
Selma chalk is a soft limestone composed mostly of calcium carbonate and clay (Mitchell
et al., 2011). Infiltration rates are low due to the high clay content of the layers above the
formation. These poor soil conditions lead to septic system failure. For septic systems to work
properly, the effluent from the tank must filter through the soil slowly enough for adequate
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treatment, but not so slow that saturated soil clogs the drainfield pipes (EPA, 1980). When soil
becomes saturated, it creates an environment that promotes pathogen survival (Abu-Ashour et
al., 1993). Because the soil in the Black Belt is prone to clogging septic systems, most soil in the
region is not compatible with conventional onsite wastewater treatment systems. In a study
conducted by Auburn University, 52%-89% of soils in Alabama’s Black Belt were found to be
incompatible with conventional septic systems (He et al. 2011).
The conditions of the soil make both users of private well water and piped system water
vulnerable to contamination. In 2003, the Alabama Department of Public Health estimated that
340,000 low-income, rural residents of Alabama lived with an elevated risk of waterborne
disease because of failing septic tank contamination (ADPH, 2009). For piped systems,
contaminated water can enter the system through infiltration of leaking pipes and disruptions of
service (Duran, 1997). For these reasons, management programs to promote standards for onsite
wastewater and private drinking water have not been adequately established at state and national
levels (EPA, 2002).
2.3 Water Infrastructure Sustainability and Health in Alabama’s Black Belt
In order to better understand the unique challenges to small systems in impoverished,
rural areas, the EPA funded researchers from the University of Alabama under an EPA-STAR
grant to conduct a prospective cohort study of water quality and system performance impacts on
public health in Black Belt counties of Hale, Sumter, and Wilcox.
2.3.1 Project Overview
The purpose of the study is to assess the impact of aging water infrastructure on public
health, identify vulnerable areas in the system that are pathways for water contamination,
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conduct a quantitative risk assessment by using water quality exposure data, and help utilities
address the associated risks to their systems.
The project aims to meet these goals by assessing water quality in the 14 systems
included in the three counties over a three year period. Water quality data from the systems and
from 900 households within the study area will be used to quantitatively evaluate the water.
Household recruitment began in early 2012, and all 900 households were recruited by the end of
2012. Assessed water quality parameters include: pH, pressure, turbidity, free and total chlorine
levels, and E. coli and total coliform levels. The same water quality parameters tested at the
households will also be tested at the system level along with ultrafiltration methods to test for
viruses and protozoans. Ultrafiltration cannot be practically used at the household level due to
the required amount of time and large quantity of water.
While acquiring a water sample from the households, a survey was administered to
record the pre-existing health conditions of the house, perception of the water, socioeconomic
data, general water service information, and septic tank data. Households were left with a health
diary to record any episodes of vomiting, watery diarrhea, soft diarrhea and abdominal cramps,
or nausea and abdominal cramps. These symptoms are being tracked over the surveillance period
in order to establish Highly Credible Gastrointestinal Illness (HCGI) and link health impacts
associated with water quality.
Operators and managers of the utilities in the study area play a critical role in the project.
They have provided maps with information about the locations of water mains, wells, tanks,
valves, hydrants, and meters. They also provided addresses of households connected to their
systems. These addresses were used to randomly select households for participation in the study.
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Operators and managers also continue to provide feedback about unique challenges to their
system.
2.3.2 Systems within Study Area
The 14 systems within the study area have diverse specifications and operations. System
specifications were collected from annual surveys and permits submitted to ADEM as well as
interviews with operators. Table 3 summarizes the general specifications of the systems.
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Table 3 - Summary of systems within study area
System

1

2

Connection Fee
and Rate
$425(house), $475
(mobile), $32.72
first 3,000g, $7.83
per 1000g
$75 (own), $100 (
rent), $20.14
(Water+Sew+Gar
b) First 3,000g,
$1.00 per 1,000g

Connections

Ground/ Public/
Surface Private

Treatment

Interconnections

Source

Purchase - System 2 &
Emergencies - System 4 and Eutaw Aquifer,
2 other county water
Coker Aquifer
systems

Plant
Capacity
(MGD)

Average Daily
Production
(MGD)

Wells

Combined
Pump Capacity
(GPM)

Booster
Pump
Stations

Tanks

Tank
Capacity
(Million
Gal)

1.5

1.123

4

2160

5

6

1.63

1100

3

Water Main Total SDWA
Mileage
Violations
(Miles)
(Since 2002)

3100

Ground

Public

Chlorination (disinfectant),
Lime (pH balance)

1500

Ground

Public

Chlorination, Corrosion
Control, Aeration

Sell - System 1

Gordo Aquifer

1.843

1.115

4

4200

1

3

2

19

0

3

$200 (own),
$20.95 first 2,000
gallons (g)

206

Purchase
Ground/
Surface

Public

Purchase (System 1)

Purchase - System 1

Purchase
(Coker Aquifer)

0.054

0.032

0

0

0

1

0.2

7

2

4

$100(deposit), $50
(fee), $17.91 first
2,000g, $4.20 per
1000g

1410

Ground

Private

Chlorination & Lime for
sedimentation & pH

Emergency - System 1

Eutaw Aquifer

0.952

0.56

2

1500

0

4

1.47

25

0

5

$250 (fee), $50
(deposit), $9.00
first 2000g, $3.00
per 1000g

Sells - System 8 and 2 other
counties/ Purchase Coker Aquifer,
System 6/ Emergencies Potters Creek
System 7 and 1 other
Aquifer
county

1.554

0.685

3

1300

4

8

1.875

1000

2

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

$100 (deposit),
$9.00 first 3000g,
$3.00 per 1000g
$110, $19.90 first
2000g, $3.35 per
1,000g
NA
$350, $450 (under
road), $19.71 first
2,000g, $5.59 per
1,000g
$300 (fee), $50
(deposit), $10.92
first 2000g, $2.51
per 1000g
$300 fee,
$40(reconnect),
$29.58 first 2,000g,
$4.91 per 1,000g
$150 transfer fee,
$17.00 first 2000g,
$4.00 per 1000g
$400 (fee), $75
(deposit), $15.00
first 3000g, $4.00
per 1000g
$400 (fee), $75
(deposit), $15.00
first 3000g, $4.00
per 1000g

3700

Ground

Public

Chlorination & Corrosion
Control

1500

Ground

Public

Chlorination, Fluoridation,
Corrosion Control

Sell - System 5

Coker Aquifer

1.811

1.037

2

1900

0

5

1.15

45

0

1145

Surface

Public

Chlorination

Emergency - System 5

Coker Aquifer

0.928

0.531

2

800

0

3

1.2

80

30

Purchase - System 5

Purchase
(Coker
Acquifer)

0.075

0.06

0

0

0

0

0

7

5

1

0.45

5

530

4

4

0.85

420

2

200

Purchase
Ground

Public

Purchase - System 5

2300

Purchase
Surface

Public

Chlorination

1450

Ground

Public

Chlorination

Sell/Purchase - System 9

Ripley Aquifer

0.6

0.45

3

600

0

3

0.7

33

1

650

Purchase
Surface

Public

Purchase - System 14

Purchase - System 14

Purchase
(Alabama River)

0.153

0.129

0

0

2

3

0.3

102

21

550

Ground

Public

Chlorination

Emergency - System 10

Ripley Aquifer

0.1

0.065

1

300

0

1

0.2

47

3

100

Ground

Private

Chlorination

0.028

0.023

2

90

0

1

0.06

7.5

3

815

Surface

Private

2.1

1.577

(Surface)

1450

0

1

0.2

36

0

Sell - System 10/Purchase System 10, System 14, and 1 Ripley Aquifer
other county

Emergency - 1 other county Ripley Aquifer

Coagulation, Flocculation,
Additional Connections Sedimentation, Filtration,
System 9, System 11, and 4 Alabama River
Chlorination, & Fluoridation.
other counties
(Source Water Protection Plan)
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Identity of the systems within the study area is confidential, so each system will be
referred to as the system identification number. A detailed set of violations for each system can
be seen in Appendix A.2.
2.3.3 Research within Research
The purpose this paper is to help the project come closer to its stated goals. It will
specifically focus on the goal of “identifying transmission pathways for waterborne pathogens in
rural water supply systems.” The overall project is multi-faceted and needs to consider many
different perspectives. This paper will focus on the role of drinking water systems in drinking
water contamination. The aim of this study is not to identify the exact points where
contamination enters the drinking water systems. Instead, this paper aims to identify areas that
are most likely to be at risk of contamination. Only system 1 will be analyzed for potential
vulnerable areas in infrastructure. The results of the study are intended to be used in
collaboration with system operators to identify critical areas for system level sampling in order to
further narrow the results for location of transmission pathways of waterborne pathogens
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 How Contamination Enters a System after Treatment
Drinking water in distribution systems can be contaminated at the source, at the treatment
plant, or in the process of distribution to the household. Infiltration is one of the key factors for
contamination due to aging infrastructure after the water has left the treatment facility (Duran,
1997). Infiltration involves contamination entering the system through exposed areas of the pipe.
The National Research Council defines a loss of physical integrity as when the system fails to act
as a barrier between external contamination and drinking water (NRC, 2006). For contamination
to occur, three conditions must be met: (1) poor structural integrity of pipes, (2) very low
pressure readings below 20 psi or pressure transient events, and (3) pathogens present in the soil
and water around the drinking water pipes (Hooper et al., 2006).
3.2 Locating Vulnerable Areas
Hooper’s model shows the conditions that must be met for systems to become
contaminated through infiltration, but it only identifies how contamination enters. To locate areas
where systems are more likely to be vulnerable to contamination, Hooper’s model was
generalized to: (1) poor system integrity, (2) favorable hydraulic conditions for infiltration, and
(3) presence of pathogens in the surrounding soils.
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3.2.1 Poor System Integrity and Water Loss
Pipe age can affect the pipe integrity through powerful main breaks that quickly draw the
attention of utility workers and smaller leaks that go undetected for long periods of time. As
pipes get older and deteriorate, systems have to deal with more main breaks and leaks. Pipe
fracture, leaking joints, deteriorating seals, and deflections at flexible couplings are all ways for
pathogens to enter into the distribution system (Kirmeyer et al., 2001). The most common causes
of pipe leaks are as follows: poor installation and workmanship, poor materials, mishandling of
materials prior to installation, incorrect backfill, pressure transients, pressure fluctuations, excess
pressure, corrosion, vibration and traffic loading, environmental conditions such as cold weather,
and lack of scheduled maintenance (Thornton et al., 2002). High pressure can cause more leaks
and failures in the infrastructure, but low pressure is one of the ingredients for contamination that
was reported by Hooper et al., 2006.
Utilities have a way of quantifying the overall pipe integrity through a parameter called
water loss. Water loss is the percentage of the difference between the total water produced and
the water billed over the total water produced. The total estimated water loss is a product found
in any given utility’s Drinking Water Monthly Operating Report (DWMOR). Water loss can also
include water used to back flush filters and water used by the fire department, but this paper will
focus on unaccounted water losses.
Understanding the most basic ideas about water loss is critical to proper understanding.
By nature, water losses can be both technical and financial. They can be technical because not all
the water always reaches its intended customer, and they can be financial because water can
reach its intended customer without being properly measured (Thornton et al., 2002). Technical
loss refers to water physically leaving the system through failures in the distribution system.
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Financial loss refers to failure of a customer’s meter where the customer receives more water
than the meter actually tracked.
The International Water Association (IWA) defines two types of water loss: (1) real loss
and (2) apparent loss. Real losses are physical water losses from the pressurized system up to the
point of customer metering. The volume lost through leaks, bursts, and overflows depends on the
frequency, flow rate, and average duration of the individual leaks (IWA, 2000). Apparent loss
consists of unauthorized consumption and all types of inaccuracies associated with production
metering and customer metering. Underestimation of real losses can be made by underregistration of production meters and over-registration of customer meters and vice versa for
overestimation of real losses (IWA, 2000).
The amount of water lost from pipe failure is a function of flow and duration of the
incident. Major pipe failures lose large amounts of water over a short period of time because
utilities respond quickly to these failures. Whereas, small, undetected leaks in the system can
remain a problem for years and lose substantially more water (Thornton et al., 2002).
3.2.2 Favorable Hydraulic Conditions for Infiltration
Hooper also named low pressure events or pressure transients as a condition for
infiltration contamination. Because pressure can be considered as an outcome of hydraulic
conditions, low pressure events will be considered a subgroup of a larger group that contributes
to making an area of a system vulnerable to contamination.
Distributing enough clean, safe water with sufficient pressure to meet the needs of
customers and emergency situations is the fundamental precept for all drinking water distribution
systems (AWWA, 2003). Engineers design these systems to account for daily deviations in
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demand. However, unforeseen scenarios can occur through high leakages that change the
hydraulic conditions of the system and challenge the system to provide safe water to the
customers (Ugarelli et al., 2012). System hydraulics will be assessed by examining system
pressures and water age.
3.2.2.1 Low Pressure or Pressure Transient Events
Public health impact from possible intrusion events associated with low pressure events is
difficult to assess at this time, but awareness of microbial contamination from low pressure
events has increased over the past decade through several research projects (Besner et al., 2011).
In recent years, research has shown that low or negative pressure events can be problematic for
systems and potentially expose customers to waterborne pathogens from contaminated water
entering into the system (Hooper et al., 2006; Kirmeyer et al., 2001; LeChevallier et al., 2004).
Pressures are expected to be maintained above 35 psi in non-emergency situations and above 20
psi any time (EPA, 2012).
There are two main types of adverse, low pressure conditions: (1) transient low or
negative pressure events and (2) sustained low or negative pressure events (Besner et al., 2011).
Transient events affect all distribution systems to some degree and are triggered by rapid changes
in water velocity from events such as turning a pump on or off. Studies that have successfully
captured transient events needed equipment that could take multiple pressure readings per second
because some transient events can last only a few milliseconds (Kirmeyer et al., 2001). Sustained
low pressure events have lower pressures for extended periods of time and most often result from
projects involving operation and maintenance of the system. Main breaks are most often
associated with sustained low pressure events. Maintenance on a main break in one part of a
system can cause low pressure problems in another area of the system due to: (a) increased
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demand at the main break before the main is isolated, (b) new hydraulics after the main has been
isolated, and (c) increased demand for flushing the repaired pipe after maintenance (Besner et al.,
2011). Figure 9 shows how those three situations can create sustained low pressures in other
areas of the system.

Figure 9 - Sustained low pressures situations caused by main breaks (Besner, et al., 2011)
This figure shows that water losses are not simply localized problems. They affect the
hydraulic conditions of other areas of the system. The significance of the low pressure event due
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to main break varies according to the nature of the break and the hydraulics of the system at that
point.
3.2.2.2 Water Age
Water age, or residence time, is the time it takes water from the distribution system to
reach the customer’s tap. Generally, water quality is considered inversely proportional to its
residence time because of the longer exposure time to pipes and tanks (Chin, 2006). Disinfectant
decay, disinfectant by-product formation, corrosion, aesthetics of water, nitrification, microbial
growth, temperature increases, and sediment deposition are all problems associated with
increasing residence time of drinking water systems (AWWA, 2002).
The decision to make a distribution system capable of meeting fire demand situations can
also impact residence time (Snyder et al., 2002). Providing fire protection service requires larger
pipes than otherwise needed to meet customer demand. Various studies have shown an increase
in water age as system size decreases, and the results of the studies can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4 - Results of previous studies investigating water age (AWWA, 2002)
Population

Miles of

Range of Water Ages

Served

Water Mains

within System (Days)

750000

1100

<1-3

800000

2750

3-7+

87900

358

>16

24000

86

12-24
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These numbers reflect model estimates from systems in cities. Residence time is
dependent upon design, demand, and operation (AWWA, 2002). Because adding fire protection
increases design capacity without changing the demand, water age can be a particularly
challenging problem for small, rural systems. Indicators of high residence time include: poor
aesthetics, lowered residual chlorine level, and elevated bacterial counts (AWWA, 2002). High
residence times have also been associated with elevated rates of gastrointestinal illness (Tinker et
al., 2009)
3.2.3 Pathogens in Area Surrounding Drinking Water Pipes
It has been reported that soil and water around water mains may contain fecal
contamination from leaking sewer mains (Karim et al., 2003). Sewer line infrastructure has not
been doing any better than drinking water infrastructure with a grade of “D-“ from ASCE
(ASCE, 2013). Regulations exist about appropriate proximity for these pipes relative to drinking
water pipes. However, some studies have shown drinking water mains in the same trench as
sewer lines (Kirmeyer et al., 2001).
Many rural systems do not have to consider the impact of failing sewer lines on their
drinking water. However, they must consider the impact of failing septic tanks upon the water.
The Alabama Department of Public Health has suggested failing septic tanks as the potential
source of groundwater contamination for rural systems (Liu et al., 2005). If septic systems are
indeed the source of contamination, rural systems do not have the option of working with sewer
municipalities to identify critical areas of contamination. Other studies have shown that private
wells at elevated risk of pumping septic leachate in areas dense with septic tanks (Bremer &
Harter, 2012). If local private wells are at risk of pumping septic leachate, it is plausible that
rural distribution systems are at elevated risk of contamination through infiltration in areas dense
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with failing septic tanks. Vulnerability to pathogenic presence will be assessed by examining
residual chlorine and total coliform presence.
3.2.3.1 Chlorine
If contamination does enter piped drinking water, residual disinfectant is designed to
exterminate waterborne pathogens. Although chlorine has widely been used as the primary
disinfectant for drinking water distribution systems for over a century, questions about the
benefits and risks of chlorination still exist today (Johnson & Jolley, 1990). Chlorination
produces carcinogenic by products. However, the risks associated with waterborne disease
greatly outweigh the risks associated disinfection by products (IPCS, 2000).
Changes in levels of chlorine residual can be a result of both chlorine decay and
microbial contamination (Helbling & VanBriesen, 2009). Chlorine decay is difficult to
generalize, and many models exist that attempt to properly express the decay of chlorine within
the distribution system (Helbling & VanBriesen, 2009). This study will assume first order decay
adequately models chlorine decay rate.
Chlorine decay rate is expressed as the sum of the bulk reaction coefficient,
wall reaction coefficient,

and the

(Biswas et al., 1993). These coefficients are dependent upon the

initial chlorine concentration, temperature, and total organic carbon (TOC) of the water (Hua et
al., 1999). Many estimations of decay rates for water models are done empirically. However, this
study will use equation [1] developed by Hua et al, 1999 to determine the bulk decay as seen
below.
[1]
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This equation assumes a fixed temperature and similar organic content in the water, but it
provides a reasonable estimation of the bulk decay coefficient. Also, the results from Hallam et
al., 2002 will be used for the wall decay coefficient. These results show a value of 0.09

for

of PVC pipe.
3.2.3.2 Coliforms
Total coliforms, a group of bacteria who inhabit soil, water, and animal intestines, are
used as one of the primary indicators of drinking water quality and may indicate fecal
contamination (EPA, 2012). The presence of total coliforms indicates failure of the treatment
facility or distribution system to protect its customers from contamination. The Total Coliform
Rule (TCR) requires municipal drinking water systems to monitor their systems for coliform
presence and thoroughly investigate the core problem of positive samples for total coliform
(EPA, 2012).
Assuming the system’s source water is completely protected, contamination from
problems with structural integrity within the distribution system still threatens customers (EPA,
2011). Testing for every pathogen in the drinking water would be expensive and impractical, but
the presence of total coliform merits further investigation for pathogens. In order to determine
whether the source of contamination is from the local plumbing or mains of the distribution
system, the TCR requires repeated samples at sites that test positive for total coliform (EPA,
2011). Because small systems often do not have many personnel, system monitoring can be
particularly burdensome for small systems (Martel et al., 2006).
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3.3 Drinking Water Quality Standards
The following represents water quality limits and standards as defined by the EPA (EPA
2012).
Pressure at any given point in water systems should be maintained above 35 psi in any
circumstance other than fire demand situations. Even when fire demand is required, pressure
must be above 20 psi at any point in the system in all circumstances. Pressure has a strong
influence water quality and infrastructure problems. Low pressures can accommodate
microbiological cultures within the pipes, and high pressures can deteriorate and even destroy
components of infrastructure of the system and within the households. Negative pressure events
allow direct pathogen intrusion into the systems with untreated water (Friedman et al. 2004).
Both the free and total chlorine levels of the water should be maintained above 0.2 mg/L
for drinking water. Free chlorine is the disinfectant of the water, and it is the last step in the
water treatment process. It kills the remaining pathogens that remain in the water after the
preliminary treatment of the water. Total chlorine is a measurement of the free chlorine and the
combined chlorine. Combined chlorine consists of chlorine that has combined with contaminants
in the water. It does not offer much sanitation value.
A neutral pH of 7.0 should be maintained for drinking water. The acceptable range for
pH is 6.0 to 8.5. The pH of water is a direct measurement of the acidity or alkalinity of the water.
It has a direct effect on the effectiveness of the free chlorine in the water. The pH level of the
water is also a critical indicator of corrosion in the distribution systems (AWWA 2009).
Turbidity is a measurement of suspended solids that remain in the water after treatment.
It directly affects the customer’s perception of the water because it offers a visual aspect of water
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quality that the other parameters do not possess. It should never exceed 5 NTU for any
circumstance, and it should not be above 1 NTU for 95% of samples tested in a given month.
E. coli and total coliform levels should be maintained at 0 colony forming units. E. coli is
a subset of total coliforms, and it is known as an indicator of bacterial contamination of water. It
is very susceptible to chlorine. Its presence indicates that there are inadequate levels of
disinfectant in the system at that point and signals the possible presence of infiltration in that area
of the system. Because E. coli is killed easily by chlorine, its presence also suggests that other
pathogens that are more resistant to chlorine reside in the water.
This concludes the section that was adapted from the EPA water quality standards (EPA
2012).
3.4 Public Health Risks from Distribution System Contamination
Municipal drinking water can transmit a variety of contaminants that are detrimental to
public health in a variety of ways. Waterborne contaminants include enteric microbial pathogens
from fecal contamination (such as E. coli, Cryptosporidium), aquatic microorganisms (such as
Legionella), toxins from microorganisms, organic chemicals, inorganic chemicals, disinfection
by-products, metals, and radioactive compounds (National Academy of Sciences, 2006).
Exposure to these contaminants from distribution systems is not limited to ingestion. These
contaminants can also enter through inhalation and diffusion through the skin (National
Academy of Sciences, 2006).
In its most basic terms, risk is the product of the likeliness of an event and its
consequences. Complete elimination of risk is almost never practical to regulate. Typically, the
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EPA considers acceptable risk between

and

and regulates between these limits (NRC,

2004).
3.4.1 Observed Waterborne Disease Outbreaks
In 1971, the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and the EPA began to monitor outbreaks
caused by waterborne disease (National Academy of Sciences, 2006). From 1971 to 1998, 113
outbreaks were associated with contaminated drinking water systems which caused 21,000
episodes of illness, 498 hospitalizations, and 13 deaths (Craun & Calderon, 2001). From 1999 to
2004, problems within distribution systems contributed to 11 of the 22 observed outbreaks within
community drinking water systems (Lee et al. 2002; Blackburn et al. 2004; Liang et al. 2006;
Nygard et al. 2007). However, waterborne disease outbreaks are believed to be underestimated
within the United States due to variations in the ability to survey, assess, and investigate
waterborne outbreaks across the nation (Blackburn et al. 2004).
3.4.2 Epidemiological Studies
Risks to public health from water systems can also be evaluated through epidemiological
studies, and these studies can be descriptive, ecological, and analytical in design (Steenland and
Moe, 2005).
Descriptive studies provide a broad, birds-eye view of disease patterns but offer weak
information on specific sources of disease such as water distribution systems. They provide
valuable foundational information for further investigations. A descriptive approach of tracking
gastrointestinal illness is being used by the CDC with their FoodNet survey. Beginning in 1996,
FoodNet started administering telephone surveys within their study area to give a more precise
estimate of the burden of diarrheal disease and how frequently the population is exposed to the
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disease (CDC, 2012). One FoodNet-based study concluded that there are 211 million cases of
acute gastroenteritis each year which are responsible for over 900,000 hospital visits and 6,000
deaths (Mead et al. 1999). Descriptive studies show the basic statistics about waterborne disease
but do not provide an estimate for the cases traced to municipal drinking water. Analytical
studies are more appropriate for making associations between drinking water and waterborne
disease.
Analytical studies test a formal hypothesis by collecting a large set of data from various
groups. In order to determine how much a risk factor contributes to the overall problem, these
studies compare groups exposed to the risk factor with groups without the risk factor (CDC,
2004). Few studies have been conducted to determine the overall proportion of diarrheal disease
attributed to drinking water systems, but two studies have been conducted by Payment et al.
which compared consumers of tap water with consumers who drank water purified by a reverse
osmosis unit. The first study concluded that approximately 35% of the reported gastrointestinal
episodes were attributed to tap water consumption (Payment et al. 1991). The second study
reported a range from 14% to 40% of reported gastrointestinal episodes were associated with tap
water consumption (Payment et al. 1997). Also, the second study showed higher rates of HCGI
from users of tap water than customers using bottled water from the treatment plant. This
suggested that the distribution system played a role with waterborne illness (Payment et al.
1997). The same system was modeled and observed in a study conducted after Payment. The
follow-up study concluded that problems with negative pressures in various modeling situations
and low disinfection residuals contributed to the observed episodes of gastrointestinal illness
(Kirmeyer et al. 2001).
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With the increasing awareness of aging pipeline infrastructure in recent years, other
studies have also attempted to quantify the role of contaminated distribution systems as it related
to gastrointestinal illness. Intermittent low pressure events have been observed to contribute to
waterborne illness rates (Nygard et al. 2004, 2007; Hunter et al. 2005), and increasing residence
times have been associated with higher rates of gastrointestinal illness (Egorov et al. 2002;
Nygard et al. 2004; Tinker et al. 2009). All of these studies suggest that the probability of
contamination is proportional to the amount of time water spends within a given distribution
syste
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4. METHODS
4.1 Analyzed System and Collected Data
Of the 14 systems in the study area of the EPA-STAR project, system 1 was chosen for
analysis. It was one of the first systems to be observed during the project, and a partner at the
system was very willing to freely share information about the system to gain a better
understanding of how it operates. Water quality data was collected from various points in system
1. System data was collected from the Alabama Department of Environmental Management
(ADEM) and interviews with a manager of system 1. The system data was used to construct a
hydraulic model to represent the system.
4.2 Metrics for Analysis
In order to determine which areas of system 1 are most likely to be vulnerable to
contamination, a set of parameters needed to be set to evaluate vulnerability. The set of
parameters used in this analysis can be seen in Table 5.
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Table 5 - Parameters used to identify vulnerable system areas
System Vulnerability

Metric

High water loss

System Monthly Operating Reports (MORs)

Low chlorine level

Hydraulic model and spatial analysis of measured data

Low pressure

Hydraulic model and spatial analysis of measured data

High water age

Hydraulic model

Positive total coliform presence

Spatial analysis of measured data

4.2.1 Water Loss
Water loss was not included in the analysis to determine the system sections most likely
to be vulnerable to contamination, but its presence can be felt by all the water quality parameters.
Water loss data for all 14 systems in the study area was collected from ADEM and compared
against each other to show symptoms of systems that struggle with water loss.
4.2.2 Chlorine
The measured chlorine data was processed at the households with a colorimeter and the
DPD powder packet method for free and total chlorine. Figure 10 shows the basic steps for the
method.
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Figure 10 - Flow chart for measuring sampled water for chlorine levels
The powder packets had to dissolve into the samples for an assigned amount of time
before the colorimeter could accurately measure the free and total chlorine levels in the sample.
After the colorimeter displayed the results, the values were recorded on the households water
quality data sheet.
Chlorine levels in the network were also modeled to show the dispersion of chlorine
throughout the system and identify areas that struggle to maintain adequate levels. The measured
data did not show the extents of the system, and 51 of the 195 samples were eliminated from the
analysis due to operational error from one of the operators. Statistical analysis was also
performed to identify significant associations between variables. Both modeled data and
measured data were used to identify the most likely system sections to be vulnerable to
contamination.
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4.2.3 Pressure
For quality assurance purposes, 2 gauges were used to record the measured pressure data.
An apparatus was constructed using an assortment of pipe fittings. The method for finding the
pressure at the households can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - Summary of pressure gauge apparatus operation
Because the pressure data from the household water quality data was only a single
pressure measurement at varying times throughout the day and did not show the extent of the
network, the model was used as a comparison for the acquired data and to compare different
scenarios for the network. Two scenarios were modeled to show the impact of water loss on
sustained pressures throughout the system. Statistical analysis was also performed to identify
significant associations between variables. Both modeled data and measured data were used to
identify the most likely sections to be vulnerable to contamination.
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4.2.4 Water Age
Water age was not measured in the collected field data, but the hydraulic model was used
to show areas in the system that likely have higher water ages. The results were used to identify
the most likely sections to be vulnerable to contamination.
4.2.5 Coliforms
Total coliform presence was measured in the household samples by taking the sample
back to the lab and performing the IDEXX method on the sample. A summary of the IDEXX
method can be seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - Flow chart of IDEXX method measuring coliform presence
Two different approaches were used for measuring coliform presence. The first method
only measured coliform presence in sample from the kitchen sink, and the second method flamed
the outside spigot before taking the sample. The purpose of this approach was to evaluate
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whether contamination was localized in the home due to hygienic practices or spread across the
system in the water mains.
The observed samples with total coliform presence were used to evaluate if one or more
sections of the system were more likely than the others to test positive for total coliform. Both
samples from the kitchen sink and the flamed outside spigot were used to evaluate which
sections were most likely to be vulnerable to contamination. Statistical analysis was also
performed to identify significant associations between variables
4.3 System Integrity
System integrity was analyzed by comparing water loss data for all the systems in the
service area. Water loss data was acquired from Monthly Operating Reports (MOR) and ADEM
annual surveys. ADEM’s online database extends back to 2006. Average annual water loss was
generated for the years 2006 – 2012. This data was then compared to the system rates, household
survey data, and household water quality data.
Average annual water expenses were calculated using typical design assumptions for
household water consumption. The average household size for all of the households in the study
was 2.5 people. This is also a common design assumption. Typical demand was assumed to be
100 Gal/Day/Capita. These assumptions were used with the rates of the systems to generate the
typical expenses that households pay for their water.
4.4 System Hydraulics
Two methods were used to evaluate the hydraulics in the analyzed system: spatial
analysis and a hydraulic model.
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4.4.1 Spatial Analysis and Service Areas
Because different parts of the system experience different hydrological conditions at any
given time, it is important to consider the location in the system to assess vulnerability to
contamination. This type of analysis also lies at the heart of identifying the location of
transmission pathways into the system. Before a proper spatial analysis could be performed, a
basic understanding of the main service areas in the system needed to be obtained.
System 1 covers the extent of a county with an area of 644 square miles (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2012). The system is widespread, so different areas of the system will experience
different hydrological conditions. An interview was conducted with the manager of the system,
and the service areas were determined. Figure 13 shows the main service areas in the system. To
protect the identity of the systems in the study, all maps were blurred and service areas were
assigned a number.

Figure 13 - Depiction of service areas for the system and recruited households for the system
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The system has a total of four wells. Two of the wells are at the southwest tip of the
system in section 2, and the other wells are in the northern part of the system in section 8.
Customers are serviced by six tanks and nine pumps. Five of the pumps are booster pumps, and
three of the booster pumps connect from system 2 in middle of the county. Of the three booster
pumps from system 2, only one pump runs regularly from that system. The other two pumps
from system 2 only run in emergencies. The tank north of in section 6 has problems delivering
water and is effectively non-existent. Section 6 is serviced by the booster pump from section 2.
Section 7 is serviced by a combination of a tank and booster pump from section 8. Section 3 in
the eastern part of the county is serviced by a booster pump from system 2.
The manager of the system confirmed that there are not any significant commercial areas
in the system, so the system mainly services residential areas. The recruited households in the
study area were assigned to their proper service area. There are two small areas that didn’t fit
into any of the aforementioned service areas. The houses directly south of system 2 are on
system 1, but their water is purchased from system 2. These households were grouped into the
service area in section 3 that is also serviced by purchase water from system 2. Also, there is a
set of households northwest of system 3 that are on system 1. System 3 purchases all of its water
from system 1, so these households were grouped with the northwestern section 7.
4.4.2 Hydraulic Model Development
In order to better understand how the system operates and identify the most hydraulically
challenging areas in the system, a hydraulic model was developed. The model allows the user
complete control over the scenario under which the system operates. For measured samples of
the actual system, the details for the scenario under which the system operates at the time of the
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sample can remain largely unknown. A list of advantages and disadvantages for the methods can
be seen in Table 6.
Table 6 - Comparison of simulated data versus measured data
Model
Factor

Advantages

Measured
Disadvantages

Advantages

Disadvantages

Hydraulics at dead
Network ends can be
viewed

Dependent on
assumptions of
model

Real data reflects
local hydraulics

Not all sections of
pipe are observed

Time

Uniform

Simulated demand
scenario

Real demand
scenario

Variation

Analysis

Interconnected
data

One false
assumption could
skew data

Comparison to real
data

Scattered
observations

A WaterCAD hydraulic model for system 1 was obtained from a local engineering firm
who has worked with the system. The state of the model was skeletonized, a common method
which only considers a subset of the critical components. Skeletonized systems for large systems
can eliminate branches of the system and still maintain reasonable predictions for the hydraulics
of the system. The model was outdated, and the full set of assumptions was unknown. This
model was not used in the analysis. However, it was a useful guide for the construction of a new
model.
Maps of the system were obtained from the county commission and the system. These
maps were used to construct the network. These maps contained the location for all the pipes,
tanks, wells, pumps, valves, hydrants, and meters in the system. Also, the maps contained data
about pipe diameters and materials. Other design specifications such as tank capacities, tank inlet
elevations, and pump design flows were obtained from the system permit file available on
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ADEM’s website. All of this information was delineated into an EPANET representation of the
system. Figure 14 shows the EPANET network of the system.

Figure 14 - EPANET model layout
The demands at the individual nodes were assigned by designating each system meter to
a node in the hydraulic model. This was done by creating layers in ArcGIS. One layer
corresponded to the EPANET model for the system, and the other layer displayed the location of
the household meters. These layers were combined and the meters were assigned to the nearest
node in the model. Figure 15 depicts the process of assigning meters to nodes in the model.
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Figure 15 - Meter assignment to model nodes
The average daily water production was gathered from the ADEM’s 2012 annual survey
of the system and was found to be 1,123,000 gallons per day. The survey also reported 29%
average water loss for 2012. 71% of the average daily production was assigned to the nodes.
Demand at the nodes in the model was assigned based on the percentage of meters represented at
the node. Equation [2] generalizes how demand was set.
(

[ ])

[

]

[2]

Demand was also calculated based on typical design assumptions using 100
Gal/Day/Capita for individual consumption and 2.5 people per household. The demand at the
nodes was the same as the case that used equation [2] to calculate the demand. It was observed
that 71% of the average daily production was 797,330 Gal/Day. This number divided by the total
number of meters in the system, 3,189 meters equals 250 Gal/Day/Meter. The average household
size for the system was observed to be 2.5 from the household surveys of the system. Assuming
all of the meters in the system are active, this corresponds with 100 Gal/Day/Capita. This value
was also the assumed consumption rate for the second way of setting demand. This verified that
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the approach was valid and reinforced the fact that there are not any significant commercial areas
in the system.
For any given hour, the demand at the nodes was multiplied by a factor to simulate the
demand on the system for a typical day. The peak hourly demand was set to 1.75 during the high
demand in the morning hours and 1.6 during the evening hours. The curve modified after
discussion with system manager. Figure 16 shows the demand curve for the system.

Figure 16 - Demand pattern for typical day
Pump curve information was not able to be obtained from the system. However,
EPANET can create a pump curve given the design flow for the pump and its corresponding
value for head loss. It adds two more points to the curve: assumes a zero flow at 133% of the
design head and zero head at twice the design flow. EPANET then fits the curve between these
points. After discussion with the manager of the system about pump curves, the critical service
areas for each pump were identified. The head loss was calculated between these points and
assigned to the operating design flow in order to generate the demand curve. Because the flow in
the pipes in between the pump and its corresponding tank is not always going to be the same as
the design flow, the design head loss was adjusted after running the model to get the observed
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flows through the connecting pipes. A tabular result of the head loss calculations for the pumps
in the system can be seen in Appendix A.3.
Typically, real-time system pressure and tank water level data is sent to a control facility
for the water system. Pumps and valves are then remotely adjusted to compensate to the everchanging hydraulic conditions in the system. These automated systems are aptly named
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. In order to set the controls in the
system, input from someone who is intimately familiar with the system and its controls was
required. An interview with the manager of the system was conducted to acquire this information
and review the model. The full timeline of steps for the creation of the hydraulic model can be
seen in Appendix A.3.
4.5 Presence of Pathogens
While this study did not directly assess the presence of pathogens in the soil outside the
pipes, other studies in the same study area have shown that the soil causes higher rates of septic
tank failure because of incompatibility between the type of system and soil (ADPH, 2009; Johns,
2012). The evaluation of pathogenic presence was narrowed to the analysis of the collected water
samples. A spatial analysis was conducted to determine areas with elevated levels of coliform
presence.
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5. RESULTS
5.1 Household Water Quality Data Collection
The full set of results from the household data in the 14 systems can be seen in Appendix
A.4.
5.2 Water Loss
Figure 17 shows the annual reported water losses for the systems in the study area.

AWWA Acceptable Range: 10% - 15%

Figure 17 - Annual system water loss
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Water loss rates varied among the systems. Also, some systems showed consistent values
for water loss throughout the time period while others exhibited more diversity in the same
timeframe. The average annual reported water loss was used for the timeframe to group the
systems and compare it to the results of the average annual household drinking water expense.
The results can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 - Average annual household water expenses grouped by system water loss
This figure shows an increase in household water expenses as water loss increases for the
systems. As systems lose water, they must operate their pumps longer and harder to meet the
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demand of the customers. As a result, systems have to charge more for their water to keep the
system safe and operational. When compared to survey responses from the households in the
study, an increase in reported leaking pipes, service outages, and low pressure events as water
loss increases as seen in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 - Reported operational issues
Degrading pipe integrity is a possible explanation for why there is a positive correlation
between these parameters and water loss. An increase in service outages and low water pressure
events suggests that the utilities with greater water losses have to make repairs to their systems
more often which also can be responsible for higher water rates. The increase in reported leaking
pipes at the home could suggest that water loss is not widespread throughout the system. Some
areas might not have the same water loss as other areas of the system. When pumps are turned on
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to compensate for the water loss, the pressures could increase in the areas that do not struggle
with sustained water losses which could cause the home pipe infrastructure to fail more often.
5.3 Chlorine
In order to determine if an association existed between the level of free chlorine and
samples positive for total coliform, a chi-square test was performed on the entire data set of
household water quality samples from the 14 systems. The null hypothesis was the probability of
coliform presence was equal no matter the level of free chlorine. The test can be seen in Table 7.
Table 7 - Chi-square relationship between chlorine and coliform presence in all 14 systems
Positive TC (Grab)

Negative TC (Grab)

Row Total

Free Cl ≤ .2 mg/l
Free Cl > .2 mg/l

44
63

155
550

199
613

Column Total

107

705

812

The chi-square test yielded a p-value < 0.001. Therefore, the null hypothesis was
rejected, and the results suggest an association between low chlorine levels and coliform
presence was accepted for the systems in the study area.
Another test was also performed on only the samples from system 1, and it did not show
an association between chlorine level and coliform presence. However, 51 samples were
removed from the analyzed set of system 1 data because of an operational error in collecting
chlorine data from a member of the research study.
Because of the strong association in the data between chlorine level and coliform
presence, it was critical to find areas in the system where chlorine levels are low. The results
from the model and the measured levels can be seen in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 - Chlorine levels after a simulated week (left). Measured free chlorine levels (right)
It is important to note that the chlorine levels are not plotted on the same scale. The
model had consistently lower numbers than the observed values. However, the figure is useful
for showing low levels of chlorine relative to their respective maps. Also, the model includes
values for dead end sections of the system where the map of measured values has several areas
missing.
5.4 Pressure
No associations were found between low pressure levels and presence of coliforms.
However, a chi-square test was performed between pressure measurements and free chlorine
levels to determine if low pressure areas are more likely to have low levels of chlorine. Again,
the complete set of household water quality data from all 14 observed systems was used, and the
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null hypothesis was chlorine levels are independent of pressure values. The results can be seen in
Table 8.
Table 8 - Chi-square table for relationship between pressure and free chlorine level
Free Chlorine ≤ 0.2 mg/l

Free Chlorine > 0.2 mg/l

Row Total

Pressure < 35 psi
Pressure > 35 psi

14
173

14
583

28
756

Column Total

187

597

784

The chi-square test resulted in a p-value < 0.001. Therefore, the null hypothesis was
rejected. It is plausible that areas with low pressure are more likely to also have low levels of
chlorine.
In order to identify areas with low pressures, two maps were made of measured pressure
data and simulated pressure data from EPANET. The model with water loss spread evenly across
the system was used because it was assumed that it would give pressure data that would more
accurately reflect that of the actual system than the model without water loss. The average time
of household visits for system 1 was 11:55 a.m. and was used for comparison to observed field
pressure data. The maps can be seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 - Simulated pressure values at 11:55 am (left). Measured pressure values (right)
While some areas do not agree between the maps, the measured data and modeled data
mostly agree on which parts of the system have low or high pressure challenges. The main point
of disagreement lies in a community in the southwest section where the model showed high
pressures where measurements reflected low pressures.
Several important considerations need to be taken into account when comparing the
maps. First, the measured data did not have many samples from dead end sections that could be
compared to modeled data. Second, the measured data reflects measurements from many
different times between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., and the system demand varies throughout the day.
Finally, the model assumes that the water loss in the system is spread evenly across the nodes in
the pipe network.
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Because pipes are covered underground, it can take years to find certain leaks in the
system. This can pose a challenge for system modeling; however, differences in modeled data
and measured data could reflect how the system should work against how it actually works. To
show the importance of considering water loss in hydraulic modeling, two scenarios were
simulated. One only accounted for the demand of the customers, and the other added the 29%
water loss evenly across system 1. Both of the models were observed at 8 a.m., the peak time in
hourly demand for the simulation. The results of the simulations can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22 - Effect of modeling water loss
The maps show a decrease in pressure across the system as water loss was taken into
account. However, several points in the maps reflect the same color or pressure interval. To show
the widespread decrease in pressure values, the sets of pressure data were plotted in the
following box-and-whisker plot in Figure 23.
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Effect of Water Loss on System Pressure
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Figure 23 - Pressure reduction across system when considering water loss
While an overall reduction in pressure is expected from an increased demand due to
water loss, the locations of leaks in the system are not necessarily going to be evenly distributed
across the system. If the model reflected the actual distribution of water loss across the system, it
would likely show smaller pressure reductions for some nodes and more dramatic decreases for
others.
Because it is important to account for water loss in the system, main breaks must be
considered. It is difficult to account for main breaks in a model for a simulation of any given day
because they can happen at random times in random points in the system. The effect of main
breaks was measured in the model by simulating a break by opening a valve to an empty tank
below the model in the middle of the night at 3 am. The break was placed in each of the 8 service
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areas to determine the system’s sensitivity to main breaks. The percentage of nodes below 35 psi
for each respective service area is recorded in Table 9.
Table 9 - Summary of simulated main break results

Service
Area
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total Nodes
20
9
11
26
19
34
27
41
System Nodes
< 35 psi

Break in
Service
Area 1
70.0%
0%
100%
3.8%
0.0%
0%
0%
0.0%
13.9%

Nodes Below 35 psi for Main Breaks in Various Service Areas (%)
Break in Break in Break in Break in Break in Break in Break in
Service Service Service Service Service Service Service
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5
Area 6
Area 7
Area 8
95.0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
33.3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
45.5%
18.2%
0%
0%
15.4%
15.4%
61.5%
15.4%
0%
0%
0%
0.0%
5.3%
10.5%
52.6%
21.1%
5.3%
10.5%
0%
0%
0%
0%
47.1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
3.7%
7.4%
40.7%
11.1%
4.9%
2.4%
4.9%
7.3%
7.3%
2.4%
29.3%
20.9%

9.1%

16.6%

12.3%

14.4%

7.0%

Total Service
Area Nodes
< 35 psi
20.6%
4.2%
58.0%
13.9%
13.2%
5.9%
7.9%
7.3%

9.1%

Columns reflect where the main break happened while rows show the effect of the break
on individual sections. The last column records the overall percentage of times that nodes from
an individual section drop below 35 psi because of a main break anywhere in the system, so it
shows the sections sensitivity to any given main break. The bottom row reflects the percentage of
nodes in the system that drop below 35 psi because of a break in a specific service area. It
reflects the system sensitivity to a break in individual service areas. Therefore, section 3 proved
to be most sensitive to main breaks anywhere in the system, and the system proved to be most
sensitive to main breaks in section 2.
5.5 Water Age
The hydraulic model simulated conditions in the system for a week to determine areas
with high water age. The results can be seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 - Water age after a week of simulation
Areas closest to the wells showed the lowest overall water ages. Dead ends and sections
farthest away from the wells showed the highest water ages.
Poor drinking water aesthetics is used as an indicator of water age. The percentage of
respondents who reported poor water aesthetics were grouped by increasing modeled residence
times, and the results can be seen in Figure 25.
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Figure 25 - Reported issues with drinking water aesthetics and residence time
The two sections closest to the wells were modeled with the lowest residence times and
had some of the lowest rates of reported problems with drinking water aesthetics. On the other
hand, the two sections with the highest residence time had the highest rates of reported odd color.
Bad taste and smell appear to be more universal to the system.
5.6 Coliforms
The coliform data was analyzed to see which service areas were more likely to report
coliform presence. It was also analyzed to determine the statistical significance of the difference
in coliform presence between the grab and flamed samples.
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5.6.1 Service Area Analysis
Figure 26 shows the households that tested positive for total coliforms from the kitchen
sink sample set.

Figure 26 - Positive household samples for total coliform
At first glance, the positive samples appear to be spread fairly evenly across the system.
In order to assess whether any service areas are more likely to test positive for total coliform, a
variance analysis was performed for the eight sections. The null hypothesis for the test was “all
regions are equally likely to test positive for total coliform”. The data simply displayed a “1” if
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the sample was positive and a “0” if the sample was negative for all household samples. The
means of the samples were then compared with the ANOVA test. The results from that test can
be seen in Table 8.
Table 10 - One way ANOVA results for total coliform presence in service areas

Source

DF

SS

MS

F

P

Section
Error
Total

7
187
194

1.4609
18.0571
19.5179

0.2087
0.0966

2.16

0.039

S = 0.3107 R-Sq = 7.48% R-Sq(adj) = 4.02%

The calculated F value is greater than the critical F value of 2.059, and the test produces a
p value of 0.039 which is less than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis that all the sections are
equally likely to test positive for total coliform was rejected. It is plausible that one or more
sections are more likely than the rest of the sections to test positive for total coliform. The p
value was only slightly lower than 0.05, so it was not a strong correlation.
The sections were further assessed by grouping them into regions. It was observed that
the elevations in western part of the county were lower than those in the east. The county is
naturally split by a highway which runs down the middle of the county from north to south. If the
highway passed through the sections, then they were grouped into the central region. Otherwise,
sections were split into east and west regions based on relative location to the highway. Again,
the total coliform means of the regions were compared using a one way ANOVA test, and the
null hypothesis was equally likely presence of total coliform for the regions. Table 11 contains
the results of the test.
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Table 11 - One way ANOVA results for total coliform presence by region

Source

DF

SS

MS

F

P

Region
Error
Total

2
192
194

0.9083
18.61
19.518

0.4541
0.0969

4.69

0.01

S = 0.3113 R-Sq = 4.65% R-Sq(adj) = 3.66%

Again, the calculated F value is greater than the critical F value of 3.043, and the test
produces a p value of 0.010 which is less than 0.05 by a greater margin. Therefore, the null
hypothesis that all regions are equally likely to test positive for total coliform was rejected, and it
was concluded that one or more regions are more likely than the others to test positive for total
coliform.
The ANOVA tests do not show the specific sections or regions that differ from the rest of
the groups, so the means were plotted in Figures 27 and 28 to show the discrepant groups. The
plots also include the averages for the households that tested positive for E. coli as well as the

Households positive for
coliform (%)

results from the flamed samples taken at the outside spigots.
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Figure 27 - Grab and flamed coliform results by section
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Figure 28 - Grab and flamed coliform results by region
The figures show higher rates for total coliform presence in sections 1.1 and 1.4 from the
grab sample data. It was interesting to note that section 1.4 had one of the highest rates of total
coliform presence in the grab samples but the lowest rate of total coliform presence from the
flamed samples. This suggests that at least some contamination occurs in between the main and
the kitchen sink. The rates for total coliform presence were higher in the east region for both the
sampling methods. The E. coli results were low relative to the total coliform data for both the
grab samples and the flamed samples. Three samples tested positive in system 1 for E. coli from
the grab samples, and one tested positive from the flamed data.
The east region also reported higher rates of gastrointestinal illness in the past seven days
than the other regions as seen in Figure 29.
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Figure 29 - Difference in reported gastrointestinal problems amongst the regions
The symptoms that were used in this assessment were diarrhea, abdominal cramps,
nausea, and vomiting. These symptoms are all used in the HCGI method which has been used to
track water quality vulnerability to contamination in other studies.
5.6.2 Grab Sample and Flamed Sample Comparison
In order to determine the significance of the grab and flamed data, a chi-square test was
performed on all of the household coliform data for all 14 systems. The null hypothesis was that
samples are equally likely to test positive for total coliform in the flamed data regardless of
whether they tested positive in the grab data. The results can be seen in Table 12.
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Table 12 - Chi-square relationship between grab and flamed samples for coliform presence
Flame Positive

Flame Negative

Row Total

Grab Positive
Grab Negative

29
115

81
674

110
789

Column Total

144

755

899

The chi-square test resulted in a p-value of 0.002, so the null hypothesis was rejected.
This result suggests that samples that test positive from the grab data are more likely to test
positive in the flamed data as well. Therefore, it is plausible that the problem with total coliforms
is more likely to be rooted in the system than a problem with localized hygienic practices.
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6. DISCUSSION
6.1 Overview of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine how deteriorating infrastructure affects
system hydraulics and drinking water quality in a Black Belt system and identifying areas of the
system where these affects are more likely to exist. The results of this study are intended to help
the EPA-STAR project advance towards its goal of identifying transmission pathways for
waterborne diseases. The study analyzed data collected from 195 household water samples
connected to the system, system data collected from ADEM, and simulated data from a hydraulic
model. The integrity of the system was assessed with water loss data. The indicators for
compromised system integrity included: pressure, residual chlorine level, water age, and
presence of coliforms.
6.2 Analysis of Results
Challenges with identifying known areas of water loss in the system limited the
resolution of the analysis to system level instead of service areas within the system. However,
water loss was observed to be a multi-dimensional problem. In addition to putting systems at
higher risk of contamination through exposure to elements outside of the water mains, higher
levels of water loss can cause higher water rates for customers. The billing structures of the 14
systems within the study area of the EPA-STAR project showed billing rates proportional to the
average amount of water lost over the past seven years, which could suggest an increased cost
for all stakeholders as unaccounted water increases. Higher rates of water loss were also
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associated with increased rates of reported leaky pipes, low pressure incidents, and intermittent
service. The trend suggests that these reported parameters could be used as an indicator of
compromised infrastructure. This indirect method of assessing infrastructure integrity will be
revisited later in this section.
Pressure, chlorine level, water age, and coliform presence could all be directly compared
across the different service areas in the system. The averages for all of these parameters were
calculated. Pressures below 35 psi, chlorine levels below 0.2 mg/l, and positive samples for total
coliform were added together for their respective sections. Water age was reported as the average
time for the service area. The results can be seen in Table 13.
Table 13 – Summary of service area results for the studied system

Measured
Free Cl:
Pressure:
Samples Grab TC
Samples
Section
< 0.2
Positive
< 35 psi
mg/l
(%)
(%)
(%)
1.1
0.0%
0.0%
36.4%
1.2
7.1%
6.7%
6.3%
1.3
0.0%
11.1%
10.5%
1.4
8.3%
0.0%
23.1%
1.5
0.0%
0.0%
4.3%
1.6
7.7%
3.8%
7.3%
1.7
0.0%
0.0%
12.5%
1.8
0.0%
0.0%
6.9%

Flame TC
Positive
(%)
27.3%
12.5%
5.3%
3.8%
4.3%
5.5%
12.5%
10.3%

Model (Leaks Distributed)
Free Cl:
Pressure:
Samples
Samples
Age
< 0.2
< 35 psi
(hours)
mg/l
(%)
(%)
0.0%
45.0%
104.6
0.0%
0.0%
46.8
27.3%
9.1%
76.5
12.0%
11.5%
79.1
31.6%
10.5%
63.7
11.8%
38.2%
106.8
3.7%
7.4%
54.5
2.4%
0.0%
31.4

Model (Main Breaks)
System
Sectional
Nodes < 35
Nodes < 35
psi from
psi from Any
Break in
System Main
Section (%)
Break (%)
13.9%
20.6%
20.9%
4.2%
9.1%
58.0%
16.6%
13.9%
12.3%
13.2%
14.4%
5.9%
7.0%
7.9%
9.1%
7.3%

The results were ranked for each section, and the three most vulnerable sections for each
category were assigned a “1” while the others were given a “0.” Sections were defined to be
most vulnerable if they had the highest percentage of samples with pressure below 35 psi, free
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chlorine below 0.2 mg/l, and positive samples for positive chlorine. Water age was the only
parameter not measured by percentage of samples in the section. The most vulnerable sections
with respect to water age were the sections with the 3 highest residence times. The results for the
3 most vulnerable sections for each category can be seen in Table 14.
Table 14 - Most vulnerable sections for each category
Measured
Section Pressure Free Cl
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0

Grab
TC
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

Flame Measured
Pressure Free Cl Age
TC
Total
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

2
3
1
2
0
2
2
0

0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

Model
Both
System
Section
Model
Sensitivity to Sensitivity to
Total
Total
Break
Break
0
1
3
5
1
0
1
4
0
1
2
3
1
1
5
7
0
0
1
1
1
0
3
5
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

The results showed sections 1.1, 1.4, and 1.6 as the sections most likely to be vulnerable
to contamination. Section 1.1 was in the top three sections for the coliform categories, both
modeled chlorine levels, and modeled water age; however, it did not rank in the top three in
either pressure category. However, section 1.4 ranked in the top three in every modeled section,
measured pressure, and grab total coliform presence. Finally, section 1.6 ranked in the top three
of a variety of categories including measured pressure and free chlorine, modeled free chlorine
and age, and system sensitivity to breaks in section 1.6.
The sections with the most indicators for contamination also corresponded with the
sections with the highest rates of reported low pressure events as seen in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 - Possible indicators of compromised infrastructure
There was no discernible pattern for the other two proposed possible indicators of
compromised infrastructure. However, their input is notable for helping understand the situation.
Low pressure events have widely been considered a risk for contamination (Hooper et al., 2006;
Kirmeyer et al., 2001; LeChevallier et al., 2004). Therefore, elevated rates of reported low
pressure events from customers in the service areas that tested most likely to be vulnerable to
contamination should not be considered coincidental. Because reported cases of intermittent
service could reflect how often the operators shut valves to work on compromised mains, it was
notable that the difference between reported rates of low pressure events was highest for the
section with the highest vulnerabilty score. This could indicate that the section has more
problems with undetected leaks than the other sections. The fact that the reported rate of leaking
household pipes might not be coincidental and could be a source of contamination for the section
with the highest rate of presence for coliforms.
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In order to determine whether the trend in increased rates of reported low pressure events
for the highest scoring sections was coincidental, a variance analysis was conducted and can be
seen in Table 15.
Table 15 - Variance analysis for reported rates of low pressure events by service areas
Service Area
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

Count
11
16
19
26
23
55
16
29

Sum
8
7
6
12
9
30
7
10

Average
0.727
0.438
0.316
0.462
0.391
0.545
0.438
0.345

Variance
0.218
0.263
0.228
0.258
0.249
0.253
0.263
0.234

ANOVA
Source of
Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

2.090
46.290

7
187

0.299
0.248

1.206

0.301

Total

48.379

194

F crit
2.059

The p-value was greater than 0.05, so the null hypothesis of equally likely reported rates
was not rejected. Because of the severely unbalanced nature of the analysis, the test was very
sensitive to any deviation from the assumption of equal variance. So, the results may not be
reliable. Therefore, the three highest scoring sections for contamination vulnerability were
grouped into one category and tested against the other sections in order to determine whether
they were more likely to report low pressure events. The large sample z-test for the difference
between two means was used to test the hypothesis, and the results can be seen in Table 16.
Table 16 - Test for difference in reported rates of low pressure events
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Mean
Known Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean Difference
z
P(Z<=z) one-tail
z Critical one-tail

3 Most
Vulnerable
Service Areas
0.543
0.251
92
0
2.323
0.010
1.645

Other
Service
Areas
0.379
0.238
103

The resulting p-value of 0.01 is less than 0.05, so the null hypothesis was rejected. It is
plausible that sections with the overall highest risks for contamination were more likely to report
low pressure events. Because of the hypothesis of reported low pressure events as an indicator
for compromised system integrity, it is plausible that there is agreement between the sections
with poor system integrity, favorable hydraulic conditions for contamination, and presence of
pathogens. Therefore, it is plausible that sections 1.1, 1.4, and 1.6 are most vulnerable to
contamination.
6.3 Limitations of the Study
The study had three main limitations with the data used for analysis. First, there were
limitations because of household locations. Because the density of household samples throughout
various service areas varied across the county, it is possible that the data reflected bias towards
only a subsection of the service area. Second, customer reported data could reflect differing
levels of sensitivity across the county. Finally, the hydraulic model had three main assumptions:
1) evenly distributed water loss across the system, 2) water loss is more sensitive to sustained
leaks than main breaks, and 3) the operations controlling the model adequately modeled the
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controls of the actual system. If the model was sensitive to deviations in the assumptions of the
model, then the results could reflect differences between the model and the actual system.
6.4 - Recommendations for Future Work and Study Importance
Because sections 1.1, 1.4, and 1.6 are most likely to be contaminated, any further analysis
with system level sampling should be conducted in a way to test whether the source of
contamination in these sections is on the household or system level. Further analysis should be
conducted on the source of contamination. Because of the growing importance of aging drinking
water infrastructure in the Black Belt and the reported problem with failing septic tanks,
addressing both of these problems will be involved in the final conclusion of the study.
Understanding the core problems will be critical for resource allocation in the Black Belt and
similar areas across the nation.
Future work could also focus on improving the methodology used for assessing the
locations of vulnerable areas for contamination. First, process of building a hydraulic model with
substantial amounts of water loss could be optimized. Second, the relationship between the
integrity of the system and the hydraulic conditions could be defined more clearly by using an
approach that included main break monitoring throughout the system. Finally, it has been
hypothesized that septic tank failure puts inhabitants of the Black Belt at elevated risk of
waterborne disease (ADPH, 2009). Further analysis could include assessing whether this
problem is more associated with the source water that utilities treat or infiltration into the system
after the water has left the treatment facility.
The most beneficial part of this study for learning about the systems and how they
operate was absolutely the process of building and operating the hydraulic and water quality
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model. While it was the most difficult part of this study, it developed a more intimate
understanding of the system. Without that level of understanding, it is unrealistic that a practical
risk mitigation strategy, the ultimate goal of the EPA study, can be developed for the systems in
the study area. It is highly recommended that the project continue the process of water quality
modeling for the systems in the study area. By continuing this endeavor, the researchers will be
able to communicate better with the operators at the end of the study and provide valuable
feedback on how to protect the systems from contamination.
This paper did not attempt to assess the accuracy of the indicators used by comparing
this data to system level water quality data. Future work could benefit from analyzing the
effectiveness of the indicators used at identifying vulnerable service areas in a drinking water
distribution system.
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7. CONCLUSION
The study succeeded in meeting its objectives and providing critical findings with regard
to the indicators used to assess drinking water system contamination. The findings include:


Water loss: Reported rates of low pressure events could be used as a possible
indicator of deteriorated system integrity. Also, it is plausible that billing rates are
proportional to the water loss for the cumulative set of Black Belt utilities.



Free chlorine level: Strong association was found between samples with levels of free
chlorine ≤ 0.2 mg/l and samples with positive presence for total coliforms.



Pressure: No relationship was found between low pressure and samples with total
coliform presence. However, there was strong association between households with
pressures ≤ 35 psi and samples with free chlorine levels ≤ 0.2 mg/l, which was
associated with coliform presence.



Coliforms: Service areas of the system were not equally likely to test positive for total
coliform.



Water age: Of the service areas deemed “most likely vulnerable to contamination,” all
three reported the highest residence times in the system.

The research applied these indicators for contamination to identify the regions of the
system where these indicators were most prominent. Further investigation will need to be
conducted on the rest of the Black Belt systems in the study area, but the research succeeded in
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its purpose to advance the EPA-STAR project to its goal of identifying transmission
pathways for waterborne disease.
Using these indicators to assess vulnerability to contamination proved to be a valuable
way of increasing the resolution of areas with potential problems with contamination. However,
the results could be influenced by the limitations of the study and the lack of weighted indicators.
Further analysis should be conducted at points in the system to compare to the data collected at
households and the modeled results.
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APPENDIX
A.1 Black Belt History and Current Status
History
The state of Alabama entered the Union on December 14, 1819. Over the next two
decades, people flocked to a region called the Black Belt for its rich, dark soil in an epidemic of
“Alabama Fever” (Tullos, 2004). The Black Belt extends from Maryland to Texas and crosses
through 17 counties of Alabama as seen in Figure 31.

Figure 31 - Study Area within Alabama's Black Belt (Black Belt - grey, Study Area - blue)
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Early settlers of Alabama transformed this area with remarkably fertile soil into a
network of cotton plantations (Rodgers, 1994). Cotton dominated agriculture in Alabama, and
the state became known as “The Cotton State” (Davis, 1939). The region quickly became one of
the wealthiest and politically influential areas in the nation. However, the innovation and
development that marked the region in the early years stagnated as slavery met increasing
opposition through the 1850’s (Rodgers, 1994). Alabama seceded from the Union on January 11,
1961, and a Black Belt city, Montgomery, became the capital of the newly formed Confederate
States of America.
In an effort to restore the Union, the Civil War began. During the first two years of the
war, the Union forces were being defeated, and slaves fled plantations by the thousands towards
Union lines (Foner & Mahoney, 1997). In September 1862, the Union defeated the Confederates
at the Battle of Antietam, and Lincoln issued the famous Emancipation Proclamation which
added abolishment of slavery as a war aim and allowed the recruitment of black soldiers (Foner,
2011). On April 9, 1965, the Civil War ended with Confederate defeat at Appomattox Court
House. Most of the war was fought in the South and left southern states broken physically and
emotionally. Union forces, particularly General Sherman, used scorched earth and total war
tactics which destroyed Southern infrastructure in an effort to break the Confederates
economically and psychologically (Walters, 1973).
After the Civil War, life in Alabama was in a period of dissolution politically,
economically, and socially. People found themselves on the edge of a new frontier again without
the hope and expectation that early settlers brought into the area (Rodgers, 1994). Reconstruction
challenged Southerners to transform their labor system. In Black Belt counties, African
Americans represented well over half the population, and their local options were essentially
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limited to working for wages on a plantation or sharecropping (Winemiller, 2009).
Sharecropping emerged as the dominant labor system in the area. The new system offered some
degree of autonomy but effectively kept most in a state of poverty which impeded the South’s
economic development (Foner & Mahoney, 1997).
Before the Civil War, the majority of the South’s white population owned no slaves
(Foner & Mahoney, 1997). Few of these farmers grew cotton. Most preferred food crops, and
marketed only a small surplus. The widespread destruction of the war plunged many small
farmers into debt and poverty, and many turned to cotton (Foner & Mahoney, 1997). The cotton
industry continued to boom after the Civil War, but the market changed. The total acreage of
cotton fields increased after the war, but the average size of farms decreased as illustrated by
Figure 32.

Figure 32 - Average size of farms in Alabama, 1860 – 1960 (Rodgers, 1994)
The cotton market became overloaded and caused the price of cotton to drop over 50%
(Foner & Mahoney, 1997). The collapse of the cotton market, years of unsustainable farming
practices, boll weevil invasion which destroyed cotton crops in the 1910’s, failure to diversify
economically, the Great Migration, and the suppressive Jim Crow laws all contributed to the
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decline of the Black Belt region from one of the wealthiest and politically powerful areas in the
nation to one of its poorest (Tullos, 2004).
In recent years, the Black Belt area has become the focus of many governmental and nongovernmental programs to improve socioeconomics within the region through identification of
specific problems and formulation of solutions (Hill, 2009; Winemiller, 2009). In August 2004,
Governor Bob Riley signed an order for the creation of the Alabama Black Belt Action
Commission which aims to improve the quality of life among the poor and underserved
communities of the Black Belt (Hill, 2009). Riley’s Black Belt Improvement Initiative listed
several issues that require attention in the area including high unemployment rates, scarce
economic opportunities, high rates of out-migration, low levels of educational achievement, high
teen pregnancy rates, and high rates of single-parent families (Winemiller, 2009). These
initiatives are admirable, but the ultimate success of the projects resides within the collectively
positive spirit and actions of the residents of the Black Belt (Hill, 2009).
Current Socioeconomic Status
Table 17 shows data compiled from the United States Census Bureau for the Black Belt
counties in the study area compared to state and national averages.
Table 17 - Socioeconomic data for Black Belt counties (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012)
People QuickFacts

Hale

Sumter

Wilcox

Alabama

USA

Population, 2011 estimate

15,421

13,478

11,482

4,802,740

311,591,917

Population, 2010 (April 1) estimates
base

15,760

13,763

11,664

4,779,735

308,745,538

Population, percent change, April 1,
2010 to July 1, 2011

-2.20%

-2.10%

-1.60%

0.50%

0.90%

White persons, percent, 2011 (a)

40.60%

25.50%

27.00%

70.10%

78.10%

Black persons, percent, 2011 (a)

58.30%

73.60%

72.20%

26.50%

13.10%
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High school graduates, percent of
persons age 25+, 2006-2010

69.90%

75.40%

68.50%

81.40%

85.00%

Bachelor's degree or higher, pct of
persons age 25+, 2006-2010
Housing units, 2011
Homeownership rate, 2006-2010

10.00%

12.80%

13.20%

21.70%

27.90%

7,588
74.30%

6,759
68.30%

5,554
76.80%

2,182,088
71.10%

132,312,404
66.60%

Housing units in multi-unit structures,
percent, 2006-2010

6.10%

14.50%

6.00%

15.50%

25.90%

Median value of owner-occupied
housing units, 2006-2010

$70,600

$66,300

$54,200

$117,600

$188,400

Persons per household, 2006-2010

2.76

2.77

3.02

2.53

2.59

Per capita money income in past 12
months (2010 dollars) 2006-2010

$16,523

$14,460

$12,573

$22,984

$27,334

Median household income 2006-2010

$29,299

$25,338

$23,491

$42,081

$51,914

Persons below poverty level, percent,
2006-2010

24.60%

34.80%

38.50%

17.10%

13.80%

Private nonfarm employment, percent
change, 2000-2010

-33.6

-5.9

-26.9

-5.1

-1.8

$4,794

$4,494

$6,018

$12,364

$12,990

24.5

15.2

13.1

94.4

87.4

Retail sales per capita, 2007
Persons per square mile, 2010

In the year between census population data collection, the population decreased by
2.20%, 2.10%, and 1.60% in Hale, Sumter, and Wilcox Counties, respectively. These
percentages may seem small, but they represent a considerable amount of the population for
counties that only have approximately 13,000 residents. If people leave each county at
approximately a 2% rate, that represents 260 people per county. On the other hand, the whole
state of Alabama has seen a population 0.5% which represents approximately an increase of
24,000 people. Hale, Sumter, and Wilcox Counties certainly did not contribute to the overall
increase in population seen by the 67 counties of Alabama.
In his autobiography, Up from Slavery, Booker T. Washington remarked on why the
region was nicknamed “The Black Belt.” He said, “The term was first used to designate a part of
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the country which was distinguished by the color of the soil. The part of the country possessing
this thick, dark, and naturally rich soil was, of course, the part of the South where the slaves were
most profitable, and consequently they were taken there in the largest numbers. Later and
especially since the war, the term seems to be used wholly in a political sense—that is, to
designate the counties where the black people outnumber the white” (Washington, 2011). Over a
century has passed since Washington recorded his memoirs, but his statement remains accurate
to this day as the black population almost triples the white population in Sumter and Wilcox
Counties. African Americans are also the overwhelming majority in Hale County.
The Black Belt is also characterized by a large percentage of residents living below the
poverty line. 24.60%, 34.80%, 38.5% of residents of Hale, Sumter, and Wilcox Counties,
respectively, live below the poverty line. These rates are staggeringly high compared to the
national average of 13.80% or even the state average of 17.10%. Averaged together, these
counties have 90% more people in poverty than the rest of Alabama and 140% more than the
national average. As a group, the median household income in these counties is 62% of the state
average and 50% of the national average even with more persons per household in all three
counties than the national average. Despite the much lower median household income level, the
homeownership rates in these counties all exceed the 66.60% national average. However, the
average median value of the homes for the three counties is 54% of the state average and 34% of
the national average. The percentage of people living in multi-unit homes remains lower in these
rural counties compared to the state and national average.
Governor Bob Riley listed low levels of academic achievement as an issue to address in
the Black Belt Improvement Initiative. As with all of the issues listed in the initiative, low level
of academic achievement is intimately interrelated with poverty. 42% of African American
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children live in poverty which is over two times the poverty rate for all American children
(Quality Education for Minors (QEM) Project, 1990). Poverty, limited educational legacy within
poor families, relatively low numbers of minority teachers, inadequately prepared teachers, low
expectations amongst teachers, neglect of cultural and linguistic variance, insufficient school
funding, over reliance on testing, and conflicting peer pressure all affect how the student views
the importance of education (QEM Project, 1990). All of these factors influence the 69.90%,
75.40%, and 68.50% high school graduation rates in Hale, Sumter, and Wilcox Counties,
respectively. All of these averages are about 10% or more behind the national average of 85%.
The gap increases to almost 15% or more when comparing college degrees in the Black Belt to
the national average.
The past few years have been economically tough on everybody and unemployment rates
have risen across the country. The Black Belt has arguably felt the recession harder than most
people in the United States. Non-farming employment in Hale, Sumter, and Wilcox Counties has
dropped 33.60%, 5.90%, and 26.90%, respectively. These rates average to be 22.13% for the
three counties. This average is more than foure times bigger than the state average and over 12
times bigger than the national average. These high numbers can partially be contributed to the
relatively low number of non-farming businesses in the rural area compared to the rest of the
United States, but the high numbers suggest that the businesses that did exist in the area were not
prepared for the economic recession.
Current Health Status
If an accurate assessment is to be made about the impact of local water infrastructure on
public health risks, it is important to consider the pre-existing socioeconomic and health
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conditions before the research data was collected. Inevitably, these conditions could predispose
the population towards being more susceptible to certain health risks. In order to assess these
conditions, health data from the Alabama Department of Public Health was obtained.
Studies have shown that poverty, as seen in Alabama’s Black Belt, can be a predisposing
nutritional risk factor and have negative health consequences (WIC, 1996), and nutrition has
been shown to be a key factor for problems with heart disease and cancer, especially when
compounded with other negative lifestyle choices (Mayer, 1960; Katzin, 2012). An analysis of
the causes of death in the Black Belt shows that residents of the Black Belt have higher than state
average deaths due to heart disease and cancer as seen in Figure 33.

Figure 33 - Black Belt heart disease and cancer comparison to state and nation (ADPH, 2010)
These figures suggest that the Black Belt struggles with these diseases more than the rest
of the state. The National Cancer Institute has conducted many studies on factors that contribute
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to cancer and estimate nutrition is related with no less than 35% of cancers, and its association
with cancer is as high as 85% when compounded with other factors (Katzin, 2012). The risk of
cancer increases as risk factors increase, so identifying risks is the first step to prevention.
Genetics have been associated with cancer in approximately 5-10% of cancer cases while nongenetic, environmental factors have been associated with 90-95% of cancer cases (Anand P,
2008). Therefore, cancer is primarily a man-made disease.
Disinfection in water treatment plants is one example of an outside, non-genetic risk
factor for cancer. Previous epidemiological studies have associated disinfection by-products
(DBPs) with cancer, specifically stomach and bladder cancers (Hrudey, 2009; Villanueva, et al.,
2006). However, this step in treatment is not in vain. By significantly decreasing the risk of
waterborne diseases, the water industry increased the risk of cancer. This is a necessary risk
because the risk of death from pathogens is at least 100 to 1000 times greater than the risk of
cancer from DBPs (WHO, 2009). The EPA has taken steps towards finding a balance between
preventing waterborne disease and minimizing the risks associated with cancer. In January 2004,
the Stage 1 Disinfection By-Product Rule went into effect and regulates DBPs in public drinking
water systems (EPA, 2012). DBPs were beyond the scope of this reseach project, but they are
important to consider to give a full picture of health risks caused from decaying water
infrastructure.
Cancer is not the only public health risk associated with water quality. DBPs have been
associated with childbearing problems (Savitz, et al., 2005). One childbearing problem of
particular interest for the Black Belt is low birth weight. Low birth weight is directly related with
nutrition (WHO, 2006). As previously stated, poor nutrition is also associated with poverty
(WIC, 1996). Problems with poverty are compounded with a single parent and one source of
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income. The health data from the Alabama Department of Public Health certainly suggests that
the Black Belt struggles with childbearing problems as shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36 - Black Belt birth and infant death comparison (ADPH, 2010)
Infant deaths are also related to drinking water. Nitrate contamination in drinking water
has been associated with blue baby syndrome which leads to infant mortality (Powlson & van
Kessel, 2006). Nitrate contamination can come from several sources, but one source of particular
interest for this study is failing septic tanks (EPA, 2012). Groundwater contamination due to
failing septic tanks is a documented problem in Alabama’s Black Belt (Liu et al., 2005; ADPH,
2009). The following figures show the rest of the demographic information for the study area.
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Black Belt Migration Rate Vs State and
National Rates

County

Population:
July 1, 2011
estimate

Population:
percent change,
2010 to 2011

Hale
Sumter

15760
13763

15421
13478

-2.2
-2.1

Wilcox

11664

11482

-1.6

Percent Change, %

1

Population:
April 1, 2010
estimate

0.5
0
-0.5
-1

Alabama

4779735

4802740

0.5
-1.5

USA

308745538

311591917

0.9

-2
-2.5
Percent Change, %

Figure 37 - Black Belt migration rate
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Hale
-2.2

Sumter
-2.1

Wilcox
-1.6

Alabama
0.5

USA
0.9

Black Belt Race Demographics Vs State and
National Averages
Population Percentage, %

80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

White Persons (2011)
40.60%

Black Person (2011)
58.30%

Sumter

25.50%

73.60%

Wilcox

27.00%

72.20%

Alabama

70.10%

26.50%

USA

78.10%

13.10%

Hale

Figure 38 - Black Belt race demographics
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Population Percentage, %

Level of Education in Black Belt Vs State and
National Averages
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Hale

High school graduates, percent
of persons age 25+, 2006-2010
69.90%

Bachelor's degree or higher, pct
of persons age 25+, 2006-2010
10.00%

Sumter

75.40%

12.80%

Wilcox

68.50%

13.20%

Alabama

81.40%

21.70%

USA

85.00%

27.90%

Figure 39 - Black Belt education
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Population Percentage, %

Percentage Below Poverty Line and
Unemployment Rate in Black Belt Vs State and
National Averages
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%

Persons below poverty level,
percent, 2006-2010
24.60%

Private nonfarm employment,
percent change, 2000-2010
-33.60%

Sumter

34.80%

-5.90%

Wilcox

38.50%

-26.90%

Alabama

17.10%

-5.10%

USA

13.80%

-1.80%

Hale

Figure 40 - Black Belt poverty level and unemployment
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A.2 SDWA Violations per System

Table 18 - Health-based SDWA violations per system
System Total

Type
1) MCL, Monthly (TCR)

Drinking Water Rule
or Contaminant

1

2

0

None

None

-

-

3

0

None

None

-

-

4
5
6

0
1
0

None
1) MCL, Monthly (TCR)
None

7

20

1) Treatment Technique (SWTR and GWR) 1) SWTR
2-19) MCL, Average
2-19) HAA5 or TTHM

1) 08/01/09 - 08/31/09
1) Compliance - 08/11/09
2-19) Range (10/01/01 - 12/31/06) 2-19) Compliance - ALL (no later than 01/10/08)

8

4

1) MCL, Monthly (TCR)
2) MCL, Monthly (TCR)
3) MCL, Monthly (TCR)
4) MCL, Monthly (TCR)

1) Coliform (TCR)
2) Coliform (TCR)
3) Coliform (TCR)
4) Coliform (TCR)

1) 10/01/04 - 10/31/04
2) 08/01/03 - 08/31/03
3) 02/01/02 - 02/28/02
4) 01/01/02 - 01/31/02

1) Public Notif - 12/14/04
2) Public Notif - 10/27/03
3) Site Visit (Enforcement) - 04/24/02
4) Site Visit (Enforcement) - 04/24/02

9
10

1
0

1) MCL, Monthly (TCR)
None

1) Coliform (TCR)
None

1) 08/01/05 - 08/31/05
-

1) Public Notif - 12/08/05
-

11

9

1-9) MCL, Average

1-9) HAA5 or TTHM

1-9) Range (01/01/08 - 12/31/10)

12

0

13

1

14

0

1) MCL, Monthly (TCR)
None

None
1) Coliform (TCR)
None

1) 07/01/11 - 07/31/11

Follow-Up Action

1

None

1) Coliform (TCR)

Compliance Period

1) 07/01/03 - 07/31/03
-

None
1) Coliform (TCR)

1) 11/01/10 - 11/30/10

None

-

100

1) Compliance - 02/10/12

1) Public Notif - 10/01/03
-

1-9) Compliance - ALL (no later than 01/11/11)
1) Compliance - 06/10/11
-

Table 19 - Monitoring, reporting, and other violations per system

1) Follow-Up and Routine LCR Tap Sampling
2) Follow-Up and Routine LCR Tap Sampling
None
1) Follow-Up and Routine LCR Tap Sampling
2) Follow-Up and Routine LCR Tap Sampling
None
1) Follow-Up and Routine LCR Tap Sampling
None
1-3) Monitoring & Reporting (DBP)
4-8) Treatment Technique Precursor Removal
9) Monitoring, Turbidity (Enhanced SWTR)
10) Monitoring, Routine Major (TCR)

Drinking Water Rule or
Contaminant
1) Lead & Copper Rule
2) Lead & Copper Rule
None
1) Lead & Copper Rule
2) Lead & Copper Rule
None
1) Lead & Copper Rule
None
1-3) HAA5 or TTHM
4-8) Carbon, Total
9) IESWTR
10) Coliform (TCR)

1) 10/11/06 - 01/16/08
2) 10/11/02 - 07/21/03
1) 10/11/06 - 09/24/09
2) 10/11/02 - 11/06/03
1) 10/11/07 - 06/28/10
1-3) 10/01/05 - 03/31/06
4-8) 07/01/04 - 09/30/05
9) 07/01/05 - 07/31/05
10) 06/01/05 - 06/30/05

1) Compliance - 01/16/08
2) Compliance - 07/21/03
1) Compliance - 09/24/09
2) Compliance - 11/06/03
1) Compliance - 06/28/10
1-3) Public Notif - ALL
4-8) Compliance - ALL
9) Compliance - 08/11/09
10)None Reported

1

1) Monitoring, Routine Minor (TCR)

1) Coliform (TCR)

1) 07/01/06 - 07/31/06

1) None Reported

9
10

1
1

1) Monitoring, Routine Minor (TCR)
1) Monitoring, Regular

1) Coliform (TCR)
1) Nitrate

1) 11/01/11 - 11/30/11
1) 01/01/03 - 12/31/03

11

12

1-3) PN Violation for NPDWR Violation
4-12) Monitoring, Routine Major (TCR)

1-3) Public Notice
4-12) Coliform (TCR)

12

3

13

2

14

0

1-2) Monitoring & Reporting (DBP)
3) Monitoring, Routine Minor (TCR)
1) Lead Consumer Notice
2) Monitoring, Routine Major (TCR)
None

1-2) TTHM or HAA5
3) Coliform (TCR)
1) Lead & Copper Rule
2) Coliform (TCR)
None

System

Total

1

2

2

0

3

2

4
5
6

0
1
0

7

10

8

Type
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Compliance Period

Follow-Up Action

1) Compliance - 06/11/12
1) Compliance - 03/30/04
1-3) Compliance - ALL (no later than
1-3) 03/06/09 - 09/10/10
09/10/10)
4-12)
4-12) 04/01/04 - 02/28/09
Compliance - ALL 09/10/09
1-2) 01/01/08 - 12/31/08 1-2) Compliance - Both 10/10/09
3) 09/01/06 - 09/30/06
3) None Reported
1) 01/01/12 - 04/13/12
1) Compliance - 04/13/12
2) 10/01/04 - 10/31/04
2) Public Notif - 12/02/04
-

A.3 Hydraulic Model
Table 20 - Head loss at design flow calculation
Hazen-Williams Head Loss
Pump
Pump
ID
Elevation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Tank
(O.F.)
Elevation

200
200
170
282
235
310
295
232
220

365
365
294
500
500
500
500
500
500

Static
Head
165
165
124
218
265
190
205
268
280

L
73383
73383
51986
96011
44319
84567
78383
80868
31769

Q
365
275
125
100
300
320
180
160
240

D

C

8
8
6
6
8
8
8
8
8

130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130

h_f

Dynamic
Head

206.9
122.5
81.9
100.1
86.9
186.9
59.7
49.6
41.2

371.9
287.5
205.9
318.1
351.9
376.9
264.7
317.6
321.2

Table 21 - Timeline for hydraulic model creation
Step

Approach

Assumptions

1) Model setup





Reasonable boundaries
for which the model
converges to a soultion

2) Set node, tank,
valve, and
pump locations







Updated map of water
mains

3) Set node
elevations
4) Connect pipes
between
system nodes





Google Earth elevation
accuracy at given poing
Accurate length used to
scale the pipe lengths

5) Set tank inlets
and outlets








6) Set demands
for system



Set units, sensible label prefixes for
system components, method for head
loss calculation, and conditions for
convergence of a solution
Set basemap of water mains in model
Set node location at junctions in mains
Set tanks and pumps in their respective
locations
Google Earth elevation data uploaded to
nodes
Scale pipe length to known length and
set autolength
Connect nodes with pipes
While connecting pipes, set diameter
and pipe material (roughness for head
loss calculation)
Set inlet node at top of tank with a
unidirectional valve
Set outlet unidirectional valve in
between tank and water main
Map system meters relative to modeled
nodes
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Correct elevation data
for inlet and outlet



Water loss changes the
demand of the system,

nodes




7) Set demand
pattern for
nodes





8) Set pump curve 




9) Set pump and
valve operation
controls

10) Review model
with system
operator or
manager











Assign each meter to closest modeled
node
Use percentage of total meters to assign
that respective percentage of total
demand (as reported by system) OR use
design criteria to model demand



Use demand pattern from system if

available
Typical residential patterns have 2 peaks
(5 am – 11 am and 6 pm – 10 pm) and

lower demands in between those times
School and commercial demand patterns
differ from residential
Use manufactured pump curve (if
available)
Calculate head loss between pump and
extremity of service area or desired tank
water level (if head loss corresponding
to design flow is not given)
Set head loss and design flow to pump
curve
EPANET generates a pump curve based
off of single design point
Set rules for which pumps turn on or off
and valves open or close
Input from system operator or manager
is critical



Confirm pipe network setup
Confirm straightforward parameters
(pipe, pump, and tank specifications)
Confirm demands and commercial
locations
Confirm pump curves
Discuss SCADA system and/or manual
operation of system to set pump and
valve operation
Make necessary amendments to system
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so any model has to
make an assumption for
how much water loss
occurs in any given area
of the system
Demand also changes
seasonally. Model has to
be used for appropriate
time period
Pattern at residential
nodes assumed to be the
same
No commercial usage in
service area. Schools
and churches were only
different patterns to
consider
Knowing correct service
area for respective
pumps is critical to
calculating accurate
value for head loss

Intimate knowledge of
system to set correct
controls for pumps and
valves
No system control
valves were modeled
Discussion is with
someone very familiar
with system operation

A.4 Household Water Quality by System

Figure 41 - Household pressures by system

Figure 42 - Household free chlorine by system
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Figure 43 - Household pH by system

Figure 44 - Household turbidity by system
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70%

Percentage of Samples (%)

60%
50%
40%
Both Grab and Flame

30%

Only Flame
20%

Only Grab

10%
0%

System/Households Sampled

Figure 45 - Household positive samples for total coliforms
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